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Let k be any finite normal extension of the rational field Q and fix an order D of 
k invariant under the galois group G(k/Q). C onsider the set F of the full decom- 
posable forms which correspond to the invertible fractional ideals of D. In a recent 
paper the author has given arithmetic criteria to determine which classes of 
improperly equivalent forms in F integrally represent a given positive rational 
integer m. These criteria are formulated in terms of certain integer sequences which 
satisfy a linear recursion and need only be considered modulo the primes dividing 
m. Here, for the most part, we consider partitioning F under rational equivalence. It 
is a found that the set of rationally equivalent classes in F is a group under 
composition of forms analogous to Gauss’ and Dirichlet’s classical results for 
binary quadratic forms. This leads us to give criteria as before to determine which 
classes of rationally equivalent forms in F rationally represent m. Moreover, by 
applying the genus theory of number fields, we find arithmetic criteria to determine 
when everywhere local norms are global norms if the Hasse norm principle fails to 
hold in k/Q. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let k be any finite normal extension of the rational field Q with Galois 
group G, = G(k/Q). Let D be any given order of k invariant under G, and 
consider the set F of the full decomposable forms which correspond to the 
invertible fractional ideals of D [9, Section 31. In a recent paper [9] the 
author has given arithmetic criteria to determine which classes of improperly 
equivalent forms in F integrally represent a given positive rational integer m. 
These criteria are formulated in terms of certain integer sequences which 
satisfy a linear recursion and need only be considered modulo the primes 
dividing m. Here, for the most part, we consider partitioning F under rational 
equivalence. It is found that the set of rationally equivalent classes in F is a 
group under composition of forms analogous to Gauss’ and Dirichlet’s 
classical results for binary quadratic forms. This leads us to give criteria as 
before to determine which classes of rationally equivalent forms in F 
rationally represent m. Moreover, by applying the genus theory of number 
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fields [8, 151, we find arithmetic criteria to determine when everywhere local 
norms are global norms if the Hasse norm principle fails to hold in k/Q. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY NOTATION AND RESULTS FROM GENUS THEORY 
Throughout we assume k is a finite normal extension over Q of degree n 
and D any given order of k invariant under the Galois group G, = G(k/Q). 
We use the same notation of Sections 3 and 4 in ]9] to discuss the full 
decomposable forms associated with the order D. 
Fix a Z-free basis {or, We,..., on) for the maximal order 0 in k (of 
discriminant 6) to provide an orientation for the full modules in k. (If M is a 
full module in k, a Z-free basis {yi,..., y,) for M is said to be oriented if the 
transition matrix C = (cii) given by rj = C cjjwi (1 < j < n) satisfies 
det C > 0 [3,9].) With respect to this basis for 0, fix an oriented basis 
~P,,rlllY.., ,B,} for the order D. Denote by ZD the group of fractional D-ideals 
prime to the conductor { of D. Each ideal A with oriented basis {a, ,..., a,} 
has norm N(A) = det(aij), where (aij) is the transition matrix defined by aj = 
C aij,ui (1 < j < n). Recall [3,9] that to each ideal A in ZD and choice of 
oriented basis {a, ,..., an} there corresponds a full decomposable form given 
by 
f(x , 1*.-, xn> = N(a,x, + ‘** + a,x,) WA) . 
Ideals A and A’ in ZD are equivalent if A = ?/A’ for some y in k with NY > 0. 
The group of equivalence classes of such ideals is called the ring class group 
%Y of the order D. The forms in (1) corresponding to equivalent D-ideals A 
and A’ for any choice of oriented bases {a, ,..., a,,} and {a; ,..., a;}, respec- 
tively, for A and A ‘, are properly equivalent. The D-ideals belonging to the 
principal class in g correspond to O-ideals which comprise a congruence 
subgroup 9 = {a0 ] a ED, totally positive and prime to P} of k defined 
modulo fi The class field KD corresponding to 9 is the ring class field of D. 
We begin by considering the subgroup A, of Z, consisting of D-ideals A 
for which N(A) = 1. A simple modification of Garbanati’s argument in the 
proof of Lemma 6 in [4] shows that each D-ideal in A, is a finite product of 
D-ideals of the form r(C) . C-’ with C c D and T in G,. The classes in %? 
which contain ideals from A, are called augmented; together they comprise a 
subgroup &’ invariant under G,. The forms corresponding to the classes in 
J/ are referred to as the norm forms of D. (It is easy to show from (1) that a 
form is a norm form if and only if it integrally represents the norm of some 
element a in D prime to {; hence the name “norm form.“) The classfield Ki 
corresponding to A is the central classfield of D; it is the maximal extension 
of k in K, with G(Ki/k) contained in the center of G(Ki/Q). Its index zD = 
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[Ki : k] is the central class number (relative to D). The maximal extension 
KS of k in KD which is of the form k s L with L/Q abelian is the genus field 
of D. It corresponds through classfield theory to the principal genus P of SY. 
The genus number g, = [KI, * : k] gives the number of genera in the partition 
of %Y by r. Each genus is characterized in terms of certain numerical 
characters, called genus characters, associated with the maximal abelian 
subfield K, of K,. The genus characters arise in the following manner [8]. 
To each character x of G@JQ) associate a numerical character (also 
denotedx) defined modulo the conductor m of ZJQ by setting x(x) = 
x 0 a (xZ) for each positive rational numer x prime to m, where ~7 is the 
Artin map of Z?JQ. The group .% of all such characters is the group of 
genus characters of D. 
Let So be the subgroup of ~57 which annihilates each of D-ideal norm 
prime to HZ. It follows from duality theory and classtield theory that g/J?? is 
isomorphic to %/.X0 via the pairing from S X Zr into C induced by the 
absolute norm map N on the subgroup Z,” of D-ideals prime to m and 
explicitly given by 
019A)=xGw)) for any A in Z,” and x in X. (2) 
When D = 0 it is known from genus theory [8, 151 that S is generated by 
characters arising from local norm symbols at the ramified primes of k/Q. 
More precisely, for each prime p let 5 denote the maximal abelian subfield 
of the local extension of k/Q at p with local conductor pb and local norm 
symbol [ , &/Q,]. Define a group X, of numerical characters with 
conductor pb by forming the composites x 0 [ , &JQ,] -’ for each character 
x of G&,/Q,). The order of SP is the ramification index of 5/Q, and S” = 
n,,,, zP. Furthermore, for any numerical character x in C%, the p- 
component x, in X, from its resolution x = n,,, xP into p-components 
satisfies 
x,(x) = ff 0 [xl 5/Q, I - ’ for x prime to p, (3) 
where X is any character of G&/Q) inducing x. 
(When D # 0 it is still true that the p-component xP of a character x in % 
is expressed in terms of a local norm symbol but from KJQ not necessarily 
k/Q; namely, 
x,(x> = f 0 1x7 &p/Q, I - ’ for x prime to p, (3) 
where 2 is any character of G(Z?JQ) inducing x.) 
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3. RATIONAL AND GENUS EQUIVALENCE OF THE FORMS 
ASSOCIATED TO THE IDEALS OF D 
We now show that the partition of E by ,& into central classes 
corresponds to the partition of the classes of forms into classes of rationally 
equivalent forms. Two forms (1) are rationally equivalent if there is a linear 
substitution of variables, say XI = CJ=, CijXj (1 < i < n), with det(c,) = f 1 
and denominator den(cij) (the least common denominator of the cij) prime to 
f, which takes one form into another. 
THEOREM 1. Let A and A’ be any two integral ideals in I, with Jixed 
oriented bases (a, ,..., a,,} and (al ,..., aA }, respectively. The forms 
corresponding to A and A’ are rationally equivalent tf and only tf A and A’ 
are in the same central class. 
Proof. Suppose the forms f(x, ,..., x,J = N(a,x, + ... + a,x,)/N(A) and 
f ‘(xl ,**., xi) = N(a;x; + ... + aAxA)/N(A’) are equal under a linear 
substitution of variables XI = C cijxj with det(cij) = f 1 and den(cij) prime to 
/ Let a be any positive integer prime to P which is integrally represented by 
both f and f ‘. (It is easy to find such integers a, for if b is integrally 
represented by f take a = b(den(cti))“.) From Theorem 3 in [9] there are 
integral D-ideals B and B’ equivalent to A -’ and A’-‘, respectively, with 
a = N(B) = N(B’). But then N(B/B’) = 1 so B and B’ lie in the same central 
class, and consequently so do A and A’. 
To prove the reverse implication suppose that A and A’ are in the same 
central class. From the multiplication in ZD and @ we may assume that 
N(A) = N(A’) and that this common norm can be taken prime to any 
prescribed multiple of / Denote the transition matrices from the bases 
{a,, a2 ,..., a,} and (a;, a;,..., ai} to the fixed oriented basis (p,, ,u~ ,..., p,,} by 
(aij) and (ab), respectively. Then the transition matrix (cij) given by aj = 
2 cija,! (1 < j < n) has determinant det(cij) = det(a,) . det(a$)-’ = 
N(A)/N(A’) = 1 with den(cij) dividing N(A ‘). Note that 
N(a,x, + ... + a,x,) = N((C ci, ai)x, + .s. t (c cinaI)x,) = 
N(4E CvXj) + . . ~ + ai(C cixj)) = N(a;x; + . . . + aAx;> for the linear 
substitution XI = C cijxj (1 < i < n). Since N(A) = N(A’) we find that the 
forms f (xi ,..., XJ and f ‘(x1 ,..., xn) corresponding to A and A’, respectively, 
in (1) are rationally equivalent. 
The following corollaries are immediate from the proof of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. If two forms both integrally represent some positive 
number a prime to f, then they are rationally equivalent. 
COROLLARY 2. If two forms are rationally equivalent then a linear 
substitution of variables xi = 2 cijxj (1 < i < n) with det(cij) = f 1 taking 
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one form into the other can always be found with den(c,) prime to any 
prescribed multiple off. 
COROLLARY 3. Under the operation of composition of forms the set of 
classes of rationally equivalent forms corresponding to the ideals in I, is a 
group isomorphic to %?I&‘. 
Since the principal genus Y 2 & there is a natural partition of the classes 
of equivalent forms into genera of forms forming a group under composition 
of forms which is isomorphic to g’/<V’. Each genus of forms is characterized 
by the character values x(a) 01 in Z) of the numbers a integrally represented 
by the forms in the genus. Specifically, let G denote a fixed genus of ideal 
classes in %?, or equivalently the genus of the corresponding forms. From our 
remarks concerning the pairing in (2) and from Theorem 3 in [9] it follows 
that a given form f belongs to the genus G if and only if f integrally 
represents some positive integer a prime to the conductor .+z of E,/Q for 
which 
x(4 =xK-‘) for all x in .K. (5) 
Moreover we have the following conditions for a number to be integrally 
represented by some form of a fixed genus. 
THEOREM 2. Let a be any positive integer prime to IB and let G be a 
genus of forms of D. Then a is integrally represented by some form of G $ 
and only if a = N(A) for some integral D-ideal A and x(a) = x(G-‘) for all x 
in .K. 
Thus far we have discussed the partitioning of forms under rational and 
genus equivalence. There is another concept of equivalence for forms that 
parallels the classical notion of semiequivalence of quadratic forms [ 181. 
Deline two forms f and f’ to be semiequivalent if for each rational prime p 
there is a unimodular p-adic substitution of variables that takes f into f I. 
Since the genus characters may be evaluated locally by (4) it follows that 
forms which are semiequivalent lie in the same genus. Thus the partition of 
forms induced by semiequivalence is at least as tine as partition into genera. 
On the other hand, the partition under semiequivalence is at best as fine as 
that under rational equivalence. This is a consequence of Corollary 2 which 
implies that rationally equivalent forms are semiequivalent. Of course 
classically for quadratic forms, these three concepts of equivalence coincide 
[ 181. More generally, this is so if and only if L&’ = Z. 
The above discussion prompts the following definition. We say that the 
Hasse form principle (abbreviated HFP) holds for the order D if & = g. 
There is an intimate relationship between the Hasse form principle and the 
celebrated Hasse norm principle. (If L(k/Q) denotes the index of the 
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subgroup of global norms from k/Q in the group of everywhere local norms 
from k/Q, then recall [4] that the HNP holds in k/Q if ;(k/Q) = 1.) The 
next result was first noted by Garbanati [4]. 
THEOREM 3. If D = 0 then ~8 = F if and only if HNP holds in k/Q. 
Proof. (-) Suppose a is a local norm from k” to Q at all rational primes 
p. By multiplying by a global norm Ny for an appropriate y in k” and using 
the multiplicative approximation theorem, we may assume that a is a 
positive integer prime to the discriminant 6 of k/Q. Express a as a product of 
distinct prime powers, say a = n, p “UU for integers v(p) > 0. For any 
rational prime p, since a is a local norm at p we have v(p) = p(p) . f(p) for 
some integer p(p), where f(p) is the residue degree of p in k/Q. Thus 
a = N(A) for A = np brro’), where for each p we have fixed a k-prime b 
lying above p. It follows from Theorem 2 and (3) that a is integrally 
represented by some form in the principal genus. Since &’ = .Y this form 
must be a norm form so that a is a global norm from k/Q. 
(t) To prove this direction assume ;(k/Q) = 1 and choose any formfin 
the principal genus. We assert that f is a norm form of 0. Let a be any 
positive integer prime to 6 and integrally represented by f. By Theorem 2 
there is an integral ideal A such that a = N(A) and x(a) = 1 for all x in .X. 
From (3) it follows that a is a local norm at each prime p ( 6. But a = N(A ) 
is a local norm at each unramified prime p also. Thus a is a local norm 
everywhere, hence a global norm as ;(k/Q) = 1. Write a = N(a/P) for some 
a and /I in 0 then f integrally represents N(a . p”-‘) = a(N/3)” with a . b”-’ 
in 0 where n = [k:Q]. Thus f is a norm form of 0 and it follows that 
d=.Z. 
By applying the cohomological argument used by Razar to compare the 
indices ;(k/Q) and [g:&] ( see the discussion in Section 3 of [ 161) we 
obtain the following general results. 
THEOREM 4. Let D be afixed invariant order of k with conductor f’. If f 
is prime to the discriminant 6 of k/Q then ;(k/Q) = [Y:&]. In any case 
i(k/Q) 1 (Y:&]. 
THEOREM 5. If G, = G(k/Q) is cyclic then HFP holds for any invariant 
order D of k. 
This last theorem includes as a special case the classical results we 
previously mentioned for binary quadratic forms. For higher degree full 
forms we are fortunate in view of Theorems 3 and 4 to have computable 
criteria to determine when ;(k/Q) = 1 whenever k/Q is abelian and in other 
instances too. These criteria have recently been given by several authors 
including myself [5, 6, 10, 161. 
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We are now in a position to apply the methods of Sections 2 and 4 in [9] 
to specify a set of invariants which distinguish the classes of rationally 
equivalent forms and that can be determined arithmetically by linear 
recurrence sequences. When D = 0 these invariants provide necessary and 
sufficient criteria to determine when everywhere local norms are global 
norms. 
Let I,U be a character of G(Ki/Q) induced by a character x of G(Ki/k) 
and C be any class of rationally equivalent forms or equivalently its 
corresponding coset of XZ’ in $F. Using the isomorphism G(KE/k) = ~?/JY’ 
given by Artin reciprocity we obtain induced character values v(C) for each 
class C of rationally equivalent forms. In fact, since G(KE/k) is contained in 
the center of G(Z@Q) the values u/(C) satisfy 
v(C) = n . x(a), (6) 
where n = [k:Q] and u represents the coset C in G(Ki/,Ik). We recall [9, 
Section 21 that there corresponds to II/ a family { I’:‘} of linear sequences 
defined in terms of certain Lagrange resolvents. (Here p is a fixed integer 
prime to the order s of x and (r, s) = 1.) These sequences enable one to 
arithmetically determine the values I modulo p for p unramified in Ki 
with Artin class ((Ki/Q)/p) = c and residue degree f in k/Q. By modifying 
the argument in the proof of Theorem 6 in [9] to treat rational equivalence 
we obtain the next result. 
THEOREM 6. Let .Y be a fixed minimal set of characters of G(Ki/Q) 
induced from linear characters of G(Ki/k) which distinguishes the classes in 
5F/d. Let f (x1 ,..., x,) be any form in the class C- ’ of rationally equivalent 
forms. For all but a finite determinable set of primes p, the form f (x, ,..., x,) 
rationally represents d tf and only iffor each w in Y’ the associated linear 
sequence { Vkr} given by (13) in [9] has 
Vygr 3 VIP/(C) mod p. (7) 
(Here f is the residue degree of p in k/Q and p’ is expressed as pt = st + r 
with s equal to the order of the character x inducing I+u.) 
When D = 0 the following corollary is immediate from the argument in 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose D = 0 and p’ is a local norm everywhere from 
k/Q. For all but a ftnite, determinable set of primes p then pr is a global 
norm tf and only I$ 
Vr*r E Wp’(d) mod p 
in (7) above for each y in 9’. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let k = Q(0) where 0 has minimal polynomial 
x3 - 21x - 35. The extension k/Q is cyclic of discriminant 63’ with class 
group @ 2: Z, for the maximal order [ 1, p. 4281. From class field theory 
[ 121 it follows upon analyzing the subfields of Q(cs3) that k corresponds to 
the rational congruence subgroup {f 1, +5, *8, *I 1, f23, rt25) modulo 63. 
(Here and in the sequel <, = exp(2rri/n) for any positive integer n.) Now the 
element p = 0 + 2 satisfying x3 = 6x2 + 9x + 1 is a unit of 0 and a 
straightforward computation shows that we may take (l,p, p’) as an 
oriented basis for 0 (see also [ 171). Further the ideals (5,~ - 1) and 
(11, p - 3) of respective norms 5 and 11 are representatives for the nonprin- 
cipal classes in g. 
From genus theory [8, 15 ] we have that Ki = K,* = K, so &’ = .% = 1 and 
that a = (r, + &I)/3 generates K, over k. Choose a character x of G(K,/k) 
so x(o) = & where c in G(K,/k) is the restriction of the action tG3 + & in 
Q(cs3). The induced character w  distinguishes the elements of @?. Selecting 
coset representatives 7, = 1, r2 and r3 for H = G(K,/k) in G = G(K,/Q) from 
WWQG + t-i- ’ >> we find Lagrange resolvents ~~,~(a) = c+(a) = 
q,,(a) = t9 and W,,,(Q) = ~~,~(a) = q,2@) = G’ SO each Pi(l) = t3 
(l<i<3) and each a,,,(l)=1 (l<i<3, r=fl). The sequences 
associated to IJ/ are given by Vk’ = Vk-’ = 3<?. Our results for primes less 
that 200 are tabulated below. We have used the oriented bases { 1, p, p’), 
( 11, p - 3, -3p + p* } and { 5, p - 1, -p + p* }, respectively, for the represen- 
tative ideals 0, (11, p - 3) and (5, p - 1) in computing the corresponding 
forms (1). These are f,(x, y, z) = N(x + yp + zp*), &(x, y, z) = l/l 1 . N( 1 lx 
+ y@ - 3) + z(-3p + p’)) and f3(x, Y, z) = 4 . N(5x + Y@ - 1) + 
4-P +p'>). 
Invariant Coset Value 
A in represen- (mod p) Value of Primes p = 3t f 1 
F/d tative Form if;,’ p mod 63 represented 
0 fl, *8 71,127,181, 197 
1 k5,*23 5,23,103,131,149 
-1 fll, *25 11, 101, 137, 151 
Note that we have included both the values Visr (mod p) and the 
equivalent congruence conditions from genus theory that p must satisfy 
mod 63 to distinguish the cosets of M’ in g. 
EXAMPLE 2. We refer the reader to Example 3 in ]9 ] where 
with D = 0. There it is found that the central class field is 
and the genus field is k. Hence & = 1 so rationally 
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equivalent forms are properly equivalent. Also SF = F # & so by Theorem 3 
the HNP fails in k/Q. In fact any number represented by the form 
f*(x, y, z, w) = f * N(3x + (2 + gy + (1 + fl)z/2 + (1 + 0) lw/2), 
where < = (-1 + fl)/2, is a local norm everywhere but not a global norm. 
We should point out that Hasse himself demonstrated directly that the 
HNP fails in Q(fl, 0) thereby showing that his norm principle 
generally does not hold in noncyclic extensions [4]. 
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